A bright portable scene light
designed for rapid deployment.
Built Tough for First Responders
Rugged construction, a unique lens design, and
multiple mounting options make this scene light
the perfect fit for first responders.
Spectra Mobile™ provides 15000 lumens of
bright light. Powerful Spot/Flood LEDs to
illuminate the scene efficiently, close up with
Flood LEDs and in the distance with Spot LEDs.
Spectra Mobile’s unique feature of light
intensity control and amber illumination aid
visibility in outside environments such as sever
forest fire conditions and heavy smoke.
Great for rapid deployment in urban and rural
search operations.

Key Features:

§ 15K lumens Spectra™ lamphead
§ Compact lamphead design
§ Plunging and hanging spike
§ Rubber hanging strap
§ Kick stand
§ Pole mountable
§ 5-light operating modes

§ Compatible with Milwaukee® battery,

18v, 12Ah

§ Low battery alerts with a “Double Flash” when

the voltage starts to reach a low level. Light will
automatically turn off when the battery level is low.
12Ah rechargeable battery is compatible with other
battery operated tools you may already own

§

Rubber strap for
hanging the light

§

Compact lamphead
design only 8¾"
(222 mm) wide by
3 ¾" (95 mm) deep

§

Lexan® lens

§

Aluminum pole
mount receiver

12 Ah Battery Specifications:

§

ABS molded handle

§

5 position switch

§

Retractable spike can
be used as a hook to
secure the light

§

12Ah rechargeable
battery

§

Stainless steel legs

§

Kick stand

Specifications:

Full

Mid

Low

1:40

4:20

12:00

Dimensions

8 ¾" (222 mm) wide by 3 ¾" (95 mm) deep

15000 lumens

5500 lumens

2000 lumens

Weight

11 lbs (5 kg) (with battery)

4:30

9:00

21:30

Materials

5000 lumens

2500 lumens

1000 lumens

Warm

2:10

4:20

12:00

Lexan lens
ABS molded handle
Stainless steel legs, kick stand, spike
Aluminum pole mount receiver

9800 lumens

5400 lumens

1800 lumens

Amber

2:40

5:20

21:30

6000 lumens

3500 lumens

1000 lumens

Flood
Spot

Times are listed in Hours:Minutes

Model Numbers:
SPA710-P15

Spectra Mobile LED 15,000 lumens scene
light, with battery and charger

SPA710option-NB

Spectra Mobile LED 15,000 lumens
scene light only (battery and charger not
included)
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